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→ Comdata ® Smart Solutions.
One Touch. One System.

↘ Comdata Smart Solutions offer a proven technology and innovative design
to help you manage your business more efficiently. With customizable product
categories and a user-friendly touch-screen interface, the flexible and modular
point-of-sale systems are ideal for consolidating fuel, retail and other profit
centers into a single, easy-to-use platform.

www.comdata.com | 1.800.COMDATA

→ Comdata SmartDESQ

Enhanced fuel transaction processing and pump control
SmartDESQ
SmartDESQ is a point-of-sale solution that provides enhanced processing and pump
control for diesel fuel transactions, allowing you to combine payment transactions for
the fuel desk and other profit centers into a single system. SmartDESQ works with
multiple payment sources, including the leading fleet and credit cards.

››Delivers efficiency with a configurable touch
screen design

››Integrates fuel desk transactions with
retail and other profit centers

››Provides acceptance of multiple
payment types

››Simplifies end-of-shift reporting
››Reduces cashier training time and
improves productivity

››Allows pump control and pay-at-the-pump

→ Comdata SmartAuthorize

Processing and authorization for diesel fuel purchases

SmartAuthorize
For locations that require basic processing for diesel
fuel purchases, the SmartAuthorize point-of-sale
solution delivers key transaction functionality and
authorization for the major fleet billing companies.

››Streamlines authorization for the leading
fleet billing companies

››Improves productivity with easy-to-use
touch screen

››Provides configurable product categories
to meet your needs

››Requires minimal cashier training time
››Integrates with existing back-office systems

→ Comdata SmartConvenience

Integrated transaction processing for all profit centers

SmartConvenience
Designed to enhance the efficiency of convenience store operations,
SmartConvenience is a streamlined point-of-sale solution with a
17” touch screen that enables processing of both fuel and nonfuel
transactions with a single system. SmartConvenience works with
multiple payment sources, including the major credit cards.

››Integrates existing profit centers
››Provides fast, accurate interface
››Integrates with major credit and billing services
››Provides customizable product categories to fit your needs
››Streamlines transaction processing and end-of-shift reporting
››Allows pump control and pay-at-the-pump
››Decreases training time for cashiers

→ Comdata SmartStation

Simplified tools for reporting and system configuration

SmartStation
Ideal for supervisors, SmartStation provides a simple way to
manage reporting, reconciliation and system configurations.
The software module easily integrates with existing back-office
equipment and provides the critical intelligence needed to
keep your operation running efficiently.

››Monitors transaction activity and
cashier behavior in real time

››Accesses more than 40 reports,
with the ability to export data
for analysis

››Manages product set-up and
user-level profiles

››Customizes payment methods
and direct bill accounts

We’re Here to Help
Comdata Smart Solutions offer flexible options designed to meet your needs, from basic
fuel transaction processing to management of multiple profit centers. Contact us today
to find out which Smart Solutions are right for you.
To learn more, call 1.800.COMDATA or visit www.comdata.com.
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